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Introduction: Exploring UCLA with UC Explorers.

What are the Traditional Method of Exploring

• Many people use different methods to explore UCLA.
  • Some tour in groups with a UCLA tour guide
  • Some use friends or family to visit the campus before to explore.
  • Few try explore the campus by themselves with a map

Becoming a UC Explorer

• UC Explorers is an application that can give a map, a view of surrounding areas, and comments on locations for those who wish to add about them
  • Provides info from people about the locations in campus.
  • It can show type of areas are at in the map.
  • You can be an explorer for UCLA.

Problem Description: Some people aren’t sure what to do in UCLA or where to go.

Making an Explorer Out of You.

• Some people spend their days not knowing where to go so they stay at home.
• Sometimes people don’t know what place is actually good to be at for any reason.
• By using our application you can use the tags: History, Fun facts, Study Areas, Places to Eat at, Sports Areas, and Art to mark the type of the location.

Proposed Solution: Help others find the will to actually go to UCLA and check out the areas.

Choosing A Location And Being Sure About It

• Capturing and Uploading:
  Now when you take a picture you will be able to type in comments for each picture.

• The Commentaries:
  With the commentary button you can view what other people has said about the certain location you would like to go.

• The Nearest Area feature can load up a map and get your location and show the other locations like a Sports area In the map

Other Resources

• The UC Explorers main website allows people to view other locations view what others have said about the locations. The photos are separated by tags. Photos can be approved if the information or tags are valid for it. The locations can also be altered if for some reason the location has been relocated or is at the wrong area.